.doc talk

Tips, ideas, resources in academic and English writing, and the experience of life as a researcher ...

Interesting tidbits ...
(for you historians and thinkers ...) from the Oxford University Press’s Academic Insights for the Thinking World - Public health and Georges Canguilhem’s philosophy of medicine

Research talking point ...
From Bistandsaktuelt (in Norwegian) - Dette er «de usynlige» – mennesker uten tilgang til grunnleggende helsetjenester

From The Lancet - Generation coronavirus?

From Science – (NextGen Voices) News from a postpandemic world
"We asked young scientists to imagine this scenario: You are a science writer in the year 2040 working on a news story that answers this question: What do you hope or fear will be the long-term effects of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic?"

@elinorb15 Tips and ideas welcome! Send to: elinor.bartle@uib.no
Archives
Communication ...
From the LSE blog - How old is science communication?
   Anti-racist science communication starts with recognising its globally diverse historical footprint
From Science - Officials gird for a war on vaccine misinformation
From Nature - Coronavirus misinformation, and how scientists can help to fight it

Grammar ...
A group of otters is called a ROMP!
   (romp = to play or frolic in a lively or boisterous manner. Dictionary.com)
From Merriam-Webster – i.e. vs. e.g.
   i.e. = that is  / e.g. = for example
APA Style tip - Citing Multiple Works
   When citing multiple works parenthetically, place the citations in alphabetical order, separating them with semicolons.

Best practice ...
From the LSE Blog - Carrying out qualitative research under lockdown – Practical and ethical considerations
From Science - A child of the slums
From Nature - Four tools that help researchers working in collaborations to see the big picture

Mark your calendar!
Autumn Semester 2020 begins with a Welcome Ceremony 12 August. Info in Norwegian / Info in English
The next PhD Defences are:
   12 August: Ranadip Chowdhury
   20 August: Andrea Melberg
The next mid-way evaluation is:
   26 August: Thomas Mwogi
Check out the latest from the Norwegian Research School of Global Health!
   **PhD Conference in Global Health 28-30 September 2020